We present a theoretical analysis of the role that strain plays on the electronic structure of chromium nitride crystals. We use LSDA+U calculations to study the elastic constants, deformation potentials and strain dependence of electron and hole masses near the fundamental gap. We consider the lowest energy antiferromagnetic models believed to describe CrN at low temperatures, and apply strain along different directions. We find relatively large deformation potentials for all models, and find increasing gaps for tensile strain along most directions. Most interestingly, we find that compressive strains should be able to close the relatively small indirect gap ( 100 meV) at moderate amplitudes 1.3%. We also find large and anisotropic changes in the effective masses with strain, with principal axes closely related to the magnetic ordering of neighboring layers in the antiferromagnet. It would be interesting to consider the role that these effects may have on typical film growth on different substrates, and the possibility of monitoring optical and transport properties of thin films as strain is applied.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transition metal nitrides (TMNs) form a large family of materials that play a crucial role in many technological applications. Properties that make them useful include hardness and corrosion resistance, along with interesting electrical properties.
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Among these materials, chromium nitride (CrN) is used in coatings for bipolar plates in fuel cells, [2] [3] [4] and as non-carbon support for the oxygen reduction reaction on platinum. 5 Most interestingly, this material presents unusual electronic and magnetic properties in crystalline form. These include a phase transition that involves both the magnetic ordering and lattice structure, changing from paramagnetic cubic rock salt structure at high temperatures to antiferromagnetic orthorhombic P nma structure at low temperatures. The Nèel temperature has been reported by various groups to be T N 280K. 6 There is, however, some discordance in experiments as to the nature of the electronic characteristics accompanying the structural and magnetic transformation. The resistivity ρ at room temperature, has been reported to range from 10 −4 to 10 2 Ω/m, 6-8 indicating different degrees of sample polycrystallinity and purity. More controversial is perhaps the resistivity behavior below T N . Some studies report metallic behavior, as ρ increases with temperature, 9-11 while others report semiconducting/insulating behavior with the resistivity increasing for decreasing temperature. 6, 12 This disagreement in the behavior of ρ(T < T N ) has been attributed to the presence of both dopants and likely nitrogen vacancies that make it difficult to measure the intrinsic transport properties of the CrN thin films. 13 In an attempt to elucidate the presence of a band gap, Gall et al. 6 measured optical and transport properties of single crystal CrN films, and estimated an optical gap of ≈ 0.7eV . Also ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) data suggest that the density of states vanishes at the Fermi energy. On the other hand a previous study by Herle et al. 12 reported a smaller band gap of 90 meV , obtained from resistivity data of powder samples. Recent experimental work has also verified that films grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) exhibit a transition from the paramagnetic to the orthorhombic AFM phase at T N 278K, although signs of a cubic phase were also found.
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On the theoretical side, Filipetti et al. 15 have studied possible magnetic and structural configurations of CrN, concluding that a double antiferromagnetic distorted structure is the lowest energy and most probable configuration, in comparison not only with paramagnetic and ferromagnetic phases but with other antiferromagnetic arrangements. According to their calculations (in the absence of U ), the double antiferromagnetic phase along the [110] plane (AF M
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[110] , see Fig.1 ) exhibits an enhancement in the number of states near the Fermi energy, but it does not cause the opening of a gap. The formation of this two-layer arrangement is seen as the result of the small energy gain provided by a lattice distortion of about 2%. In a subsequent study, the structural transition was understood as the consequence of stress disparity among the Cr atoms that face a plane with same magnetic orientation and those that face the opposite.
16
This 'magnetic stress' is seen to drive changes in the spin ordering, and provides a link to the underlying lattice structure.
All these studies suggest that structural and magnetic order are closely linked in CrN and that strains may result in significant changes in magnetic structure. Indeed, Botana et al. 17 carried out a complete computational study of four different configurations, with AFM ordering changing every one or two layers, as well as with and without a 2% distortion. Using a wide variety of functionals, they also conclude that AF M decreases as the value of U − J increases-both models are shown in Fig. 1 . As the reported energy difference between both structures is small, it is conceivable that both phases may appear in a given sample, as perhaps seen recently.
14 Recent experimental studies comparing the hardness of the material, after growing it on several substrates, conclude that CrN hardness is independent of the growth orientation and of grain boundary effects. 19 Moreover, theoretical studies of strained free-standing CrN films explored the stability of mono and bilayers. 20 Their results suggest that a biaxial strain of −6% would cause a phase transition to a ferromagnetic phase at low temperatures for a (100) plane of the material. Although CrN films have been grown on a variety of substrates, the most commonly used is MgO; the CrN lattice mismatch with this substrate could be 1.7%, as estimated from the reported lattice constants. 19 As film growth is often conducted at elevated temperatures, cooling down may induce additional strains due to different thermal expansion coefficients of film and substrate. This suggests that a strain range of ±2% could be realistically achieved in the growth conditions of CrN films. Higher strains may require externally applied stress, as achieved by film deposition on flexible substrates.
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As lattice distortion and magnetic behavior are clearly interconnected in this material, we have undertaken a study of electronic properties of CrN under strain. These could be explored by epitaxial growth of thin films on different substrates and explored by both bulk and surface probes. Utilizing an LSDA+U approach, we calculate elastic constants and deformation potentials for different expected antiferromagnetic phases of the material, and explore the changes in band structure the strains produce. We obtain the effective masses and anisotropy for both electron and hole bands near the optical gap, and find that a 1% strain can boost the carrier mass and mobility by a factor of 2 in some directions, while remaining unchanged in others. Moreover, we find that strains in a range of 2% may have other important effects, including the closing of the fundamental (indirect) energy gap for a compressive strain −1.3% in all the AFM models tested. Apart from providing specific testable predictions for deformation potentials in this material, these results may contribute to explaining how some experimental setups have shown metallic behavior for T < T N and suggest additional experiments to probe the electrical properties of the material.
II. COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH
We performed density functional calculations in the local spin density approximation (LSDA), implemented in the Quantum Espresso package. 22 We used an LSDA+U approach on the 3d partially localized Cr orbitals of the system, 23 in a rotationally invariant formulation. 24 The kinetic energy cutoff for the wavefunctions was set to 30 Ry and the Brillouin zone was sampled with 8 × 8 × 8 k-point meshes. An important aspect in using LSDA+U is the validation of estimates of the ad hoc constants U and J in the implementation; we take advantage of previous work on this material. Herwadkar et al. 25 considered both an excited-atom model in which the screening charge is restricted to a sphere where d electrons can be added or removed, and the Cococcione and Gironcoli algorithm 26 to estimate reasonable values for the U and J parameters. They conclude that a reasonable value of U is in the range 3 to 5 eV, and that J = 0.94 eV. Similar values of U − J are used by Zhou et al. 18 With this input, we performed electronic structure calculations on the low energy models in Fig. 1 and consider distortion effects. We use J = 0.94 eV and U = 3 eV for the AF M [010] , to make both models have a comparable band gap. We notice that other U values shift the final energy gap but cause no major difference in the electronic spectrum for each model; similarly the deformation potentials and effective masses presented here are unaffected over the range of anticipated U − J values. As in previous computational studies, 15, 17, 18 the orthorhombic AF M • . In the AF M 2
[110] structure the valence band maximum at k is away from the symmetry point (see Fig. 2 ), surpassing the W point by 10 meV, as mentioned in the literature. 17 An interesting difference among the models are the orbitals responsible for the energy gap; the AF M As we will see below, the nature of the orbitals involved in the indirect gap is reflected in the behavior of the band gap variation with various strains, as well as the symmetries and strain changes produced on the different effective masses.
III. RESULTS
We calculate the effects of strain in the band structure of different AF M model structures, as described before, and for different uniaxial directions of strain: [110] , [110] , [010] , and [100], as well as for biaxial strains. For each strain amplitude, the unit cell is stretched along the given direction and then allowed to relax in the remaining directions. Strains are naturally found to shift bands and change their curvature. As such, we have carried out an analysis of these effects considering the two lowest energy models for the AFM low temperature phase, the orthorhombic AF M 
A. Elastic Constants
We have calculated the elastic constants C 11 , C 12 and C 44 . The first two are obtained from the bulk B and shear modulus C s , using the expressions B = (C 11 + 2C 12 )/3 and C s = (C 11 − C 12 )/2. 27 The bulk modulus is obtained by applying hydrostatic pressure and fitting the energy and lattice constant relation to the Murnaghan equation of state. 28 The shear modulus C s and C 44 are obtained by applying volume-conserving tetragonal and trigonal strains respectively, as done previously in other nitrides. 27 For the cubic AF M
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[010] model, we obtain C 11 = 677 GPa, C 12 = 87.7 GPa, C 44 = 155 GPa and B = 289 GPa, in general agreement with previous calculations [29] [30] [31] and experiments. 32,33 A full discussion of the role of DFT functionals on different CrN elastic constants and structures is presented by Zhou et al. 18 We notice that these large elastic constants show some proportionality with the antiferromagnetic phase of a chromium crystal, 34 where C 11 = 428 GPa, C 12 = 51 GPa and C 44 = 96 GPa. There is a factor of 4 between C 44 and C 11 and a factor of about 8 between C 12 and C 11 . In contrast, other non-magnetic nitrides 27 such as GaN (C 11 = 293 GPa, C 12 = 159 GPa and C 44 = 155 GPa) and AlN (C 11 = 304 GPa, 160 GPa and C 44 = 193 GPa) are softer and have values of C 44 and C 12 close to each other, and only a factor of 2 smaller than C 11 . Figure 3 shows the change in the indirect gaps with strain (E Γ−M or E Γ−W ) for all models. In orthorhombic AF M , the deformation potentials are nearly the same as for the cubic model, as seen in the bottom panel of Fig. 3 .
B. Energy Gaps and Deformation Potentials
It is interesting that the values for deformation potentials are substantially larger than in materials sharing similar crystalline structure, such as ScN, where the Ds are in the range of 1.36 − 2.06 eV. 35 The values here are comparable to those of Si for strain along the [110] direction. 36 We also notice that in all of these materials the energy gap increases with tensile strain and decreases with compression, except for the orthorhombic model AF M
2
[110] for strains along [010] . In materials like GaN and AlN, the deformation potentials for hydrostatic strain are in fact negative, −8.31 eV and −9.88 eV, respectively, 37 with large (and negative) uniaxial deformation potentials.
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A summary of deformation potentials for both direct and indirect band gaps in all the four AFM models is shown in Fig. 4 . Notice the deformation potentials decrease slightly for the distorted structures, but maintain similar tendencies, with the exception of [010] in the AF M 2 [110] . An interesting consequence of the relatively large deformation potentials seen in Fig. 3 and 4 , is that compressive strains reduce strongly the fundamental (indirect) gap in the band structure. In fact, for the orthorhombic AF M
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[110] phase, our calculations show that the gap closes for a biaxial strain ≈ −1.3%, while a uniaxial strain would require ≈ −2.2%. Similarly, the cubic AF M
1
[010] structure would be gapless for both biaxial and [100] uniaxial strains ≈ −1.4%. As this level of strains ( 2%) is likely achievable by appropriate choice of epi-taxial substrate and/or by differential expansion coefficients, it may be interesting to monitor the strain field in films while monitoring their transport and/or optical properties. The reduction of the gap in conjunction with the AFM ordering may give rise to interesting piezomagnetic behavior in this material. We should note that a larger value of the initial gap (as obtained with a larger U , for example), would also require larger compressive strains to close. We anticipate, however, that in all cases the required strain would be 2%.
C. Effective masses
Strains are also expected to change the curvature of bands. To estimate the effective masses and their strain dependence, band surfaces of valence and conduction bands were calculated using a mesh 300 k-points around the high symmetry points, and then fitted to the effective mass tensor,
The fitted tensor accurately describes dispersion up to at least 0.4 eV away from each band edge. The resulting asymmetric tensor is diagonalized to obtain the masses along the principal axes. All AFM models exhibit their principal axes not fully aligned with the cubic directions, and are rather better aligned with directions to the nearest neighbor atoms in the unit cell, as shown for a few examples in Fig. 5 . Specifically, in the cubic AF M 1 [010] model, the conduction band ( Fig. 5a and b) shows two degenerate masses of 0.24m e with principal vectors directed towards the nearest neighbor Cr atoms in a different layer and therefore with different spin in the AFM configuration (m e is the bare electron mass). Those masses are smaller than the remaining one (in red) with 0.34m e , with principal axis pointing towards the nearest N atom. Interestingly, the masses are rather insensitive to tensile strains, while changing drastically under [110] compression. Likewise, the valence band ( Fig. 5c and d) has two equal masses of −5.9m e with principal axes pointing from an N atom to the Cr atoms in the next plane parallel to [010] . The smaller mass −2.8m e shows weaker strain dependence, although all hole masses increase with strain.
In contrast, in the orthorhombic AF M
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[110] , the conduction band (Fig. 5e and f) has two degenerate small masses of 0.05m e , with principal axes in the directions of the Cr atoms in the next plane parallel to [110] , and therefore with the same spin. The remaining mass of 0.55m e has an axis pointing to the Cr atom in the second nearest plane parallel to [110] which correspond to a different spin. The lower symmetry of this structure is also reflected in the rather different and generally larger masses in the valence band, Fig. 5g and h.
One can intuitively interpret the principal mass directions as connected to the interaction between the orbitals present near the corresponding energy for each case. For instance, in the AF M
1
[010] , the axes are clearly influenced by the position of the density lobes of the p z and d z 2 orbitals (shown as green rods in Fig. 5) .
Although, Fig. 5 shows only a subset of all possible results, we can describe the general behavior of masses with strain. As mentioned, the impact of the up to ±2% distortions on the various masses is different. The mass changes with strain have different dependence in conduction and valence bands. The valence bands show typically more pronounced changes for tensile strain in the AF M
2
[110] structure. In this structure, strain along [110] produces small changes in all the masses, changing less than 8% with a 2% strain. On the other hand, strains along [110] changes masses up to 60% in the valence band and up to 35% in the conduction band (not shown). It is also interesting to notice the general symmetry breaking between mass pairs in the conduction band, as strains set in. Lastly, the biaxial strain produces the largest changes, with valence band masses decreasing in most cases by up to 60% at 2% strain. In the conduction band, masses change by about 40% for similar strains.
The AF M We have also studied the distorted counterparts of the models. Particularly, the conduction band of the orthorhombic AF M increasing m 1 only about 40% in the conduction band for tensile strains; compressive strains result in nearly no change (not shown). In the valence band, strain produces a nearly linear change of m 2 and m 3 of 20%, and no significant change in m 1 .
It is clear that all changes of effective mass with strain are rather anisotropic, as we have seen. This would likely result in corresponding transport coefficients that inherit such asymmetries. Monitoring of transport properties with changing strain in doped samples (naturally or purposely) would provide interesting insights into the behavior of this material.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the effects that moderate strains of ±2% have in band gaps, deformation potentials and effective masses of different low temperature phases of CrN, orthorhombic AF M , as well as their corresponding low-energy distortions. Our results show that compressive biaxial and uniaxial strains ≤ 2% are able to close the gap in these AFM structures. This suggests that realistic strain could cause significant changes in the electronic structure and optical response, and could contribute to explaining some of the puzzling behavior seen under different experimental conditions and film growth characteristics. Moreover, these results suggest experiments to closely monitor transport and/or optical response of CrN films as applied strains are varied. The transport properties in doped systems will also reflect changes in the effective masses estimated by our calculations. As masses show large anisotropy, different directions of strain would also produce different reactions on the charge carrier mobility. The significant changes in charge carrier mobility that a strain of ±2% causes could be a factor that needs to be considered in the appearance of the resistivity kink seen to occur in several studies. 9, 10, 39 It would be interesting to probe to what extent this could be part of a strain relief mechanism in different sample conditions and morphology. Another aspect to consider is that although the elastic constants hardly differ among the AF M structures, the deformation potentials as well as the effective mass changes are not at all similar. This behavior could be the result of the magnetic stress described by Fillipetti et al. 16 and appearing due to the different stress experienced by the various parallel magnetic layers of the material, present in AF M 
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